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PMS

In hotels a property 
management system, also 
known as a PMS, is a 
comprehensive software 
application used to cover
objectives like coordinating 
the operational functions of 
front office, sales and 
planning, reporting etc.



Channel 
Manager

A channel manager automates the 
alignment of the occupancy calendars 
of different channels. Channels in our 
case are the booking portals for 
holiday apartments. If you rent an 
apartment on Airbnb and 
Booking.com and you receive a 
reservation through one of these this 
providers, then channel manager 
ensures that the other channels are 
blocked for the corresponding period. 
As a result, it’s no need for this to be 
represented on several portals.



Booking 
Engine

Be instantly bookable 
through your hotel 
website and reduce your 
dependency on third-party 
sales channels



Website Development

We offer to create website for your hotel

Our Projects:

Stambahotel.com

Roomshotels.com

Hostelfabrika.com



Facebook ADS and 
Pixel Setup

The Facebook pixel collects data that helps 
you track conversions from Facebook ads, 
optimize ads, build targeted audiences for 
future ads, and remarket to people who have 
already taken some kind of action on your 
website.



Google Analytics 
Setup

• See your most important analytics data first.

• Find out which online campaigns bring the most traffic 
and conversions.

• Determine where your best visitors are located.

• Learn what people are searching for on your site.

• Visualize what people click on the most.

• Uncover your top content.

• Identify your worst performing pages.



Google My 
Business
Your Business Profile appears right 
when people are searching for your 
business or businesses like yours on 
Google Search or Maps. Google My 
Business makes it easy to create and 
update your Business Profile—so you 
can stand out, and bring customers 
in.



SEO Optimization

Search engine optimization is the 
process of increasing the quality 
and quantity of website traffic, 
increasing visibility of a website or 
a web page to users of a web 
search engine. SEO refers to the 
improvement of unpaid results, 
and excludes the purchase of paid 
placement.
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